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ABSTRACT: Molecular dynamics simulations and isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC) experiments with neutral guests illustrate that the release of high-energy
water from the cavity of cucurbit[n]uril (CBn) macrocycles is a major determinant
for guest binding in aqueous solutions. The energy of the individual encapsulated
water molecules decreases with increasing cavity size, because larger cavities allow
for the formation of more stable H-bonded networks. Conversely, the total energy
of internal water increases with the cavity size because the absolute number of water molecules increases. For CB7, which has
emerged as an ultrahigh affinity binder, these counteracting effects result in a maximum energy gain through a complete removal
of water molecules from the cavity. A new design criterion for aqueous synthetic receptors has therefore emerged, which is the
optimization of the size of cavities and binding pockets with respect to the energy and number of residing water molecules.

■ INTRODUCTION

Artificial receptor molecules such as water-soluble macrocyclic
hosts have received considerable interest due to promising
applications in molecular recognition and sensing, materials
chemistry, and drug delivery systems and as mimicks of
enzymatic catalysis.1 Several supramolecular strategies for
designing synthetic systems with improved host−guest binding
have been exploited, including the optimization of direct host−
guest interactions via hydrogen bonds (H-bonds), electrostatic
and van der Waals (vdW) interactions,2−8 and the max-
imization of the hydrophobic effect4,7,9−11 and the exploitation
of cohesive solvents.12,13 The binding of these designed systems
falls short, however, when compared to the high-affinity binding
of cucurbit[n]urils (CBn with n = 5−8,10),14,15 a class of
structurally simple macrocycles with exceptional binding
properties (Chart 1). In particular, CB7 stands out among all
macrocycles due to its ultrahigh affinity binding,16−19 which is
rivaled only by the biological biotin−avidin pair.20 Suprisingly,
neutral charged guests show high affinity, Ka up to 1010 M−1

with CBn,18,19 whereas for other synthetic supramolecular
systems similar affinities in water can only be reached for the
interaction between highly charged hosts and (oppositely)
highly charged guests, for example, in the binding of nucleotide
triphosphates by peraminocyclodextrins.21−23

To rationalize CBn complexation, numerous literature
reports have already demonstrated the importance of size
complementary, the hydrophobic effect (entropic gain from
water release upon binding), and direct host−guest interactions
such as the well-documented ion−dipole interactions of
positively charged residues with the carbonyl rim of CB
homologues, in particular ammonium groups.6,15,24 Never-
theless, the question why these rigid barrel-shaped macrocycles
display such an exceptionally strong binding even with
uncharged guests, and, in particular, why the intermediary
sized CB7 shows maximum binding when compared to its
smaller homologue CB6 and its larger one CB8, is not
understood.25,26 Consequently, by extending hypotheses
originally advanced for for cyclophanes and cyclodextrins,4,7,27

we concluded that additional factors, in particular the
confinement of water molecules in the host cavity prior to
guest binding, should be considered. Confined water molecules
assume peculiar properties that can significantly diverge from
the bulk.28−32 For example, experiments and simulations of
confined water molecules in reversed micelles have revealed
their altered dynamic properties, in particular when their
accessible space was reduced.33−36 Moreover, the properties of
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Chart 1. Cucurbit[n]uril (CBn) macrocycles
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confined water molecules are key modulators of host−guest
affinities37,38 and are often utilized in biological processes39−41

such as assisting protein folding42 or protein−protein and
protein−ligand interactions.43−48 Herein, we demonstrate
through simulations and experiments that the major driving
force for complexation of hydrophobic residues with CBn stems
from a solvent effect, namely, the release of “high-energy”
water, that is, enthalpically and entropically unfavorable water
molecules in the CB cavities.

■ RESULTS

Hydration Properties of CBn. The hydration patterns of
CBn molecules (with n ranging from 5 to 8) have been
investigated in detail by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
to assess the nature of changes in the structure, dynamics, and
thermodynamics of the internal water molecules upon guest
binding. The calculations were performed with the GROMACS
package.49 Three different water models (tip3p, tip4pEW, and
tip5p) were used in independent simulations to provide a
robust analysis of the properties of CBn hydration. In order to
correctly account for dispersion interactions in CB−guest
inclusion complexes, in particular, and Lennard-Jones inter-
actions, in general, the amber99SB parameters were recalibrated
by using MP2/6-31G* calculations (see Supporting Informa-
tion for details). In essence, the atomic polarizabilities of the
force field need to be reduced in order to match the low
polarizability of the CB cavity, which has been experimentally
established.26 For example, the radiative lifetimes of chromo-
phores, which follow Einstein’s law for spontaneous emission
and depend on the refractive index (the polarizability of the
environment) are much longer inside CB7 than those in any
condensed phase.26,50

The simulations of CBn molecules were analyzed to
elaborate on the structure and dynamics of internal water
molecules (see Table 1 for tip5p water model, and Supporting
Information, Tables S2 and S3 for tip3p and tip4pEW).
Residence times (tres) of the water molecules in the CBn
cavities were found to be at least 1 order of magnitude longer
than in the bulk. In agreement with the known behavior of
water molecules in the proximity of hydrophobic surfaces51 or
in the interior of reverse micelles,34 the cavity water showed
also a longer relaxation time for the reorientation of its dipole
(Supporting Information, Figure S4).

Moreover, in the case of CB5, CB6, and CB7, water−water
interactions in the CBn cavity were substantially less favorable
than in the bulk, which can be traced back to (i) an impaired
ability to optimize hydrogen bond networks within the very
small cavities (H-bond-count in Table 1) and (ii) a less
favorable potential energy, Epot(H2O) in Table 1. The latter
effect is mainly due to weaker Coulombic (mainly dipole−
dipole) water−water interactions of water molecules inside the
CBn cavities, which are insufficiently counterbalanced by the
relatively weaker electrostatic interactions of the included water
molecules with the nonpolar CBn cavity (see Supporting
Information Table S4). For example, in the case of CB6, only a
few H-bonds between internal water molecules can be
established through a linear/rectangular arrangement involving
3 to 4 molecules in the cavity, leading to a preferential
alignment (Figure 1) as a consequence of spatial confinement.
In contrast to the smaller homologues, the calculations

suggest that water molecules in the interior of CB8 are able to
optimize their H-bond network to a degree that is structurally
similar to that of the bulk phase (Table 1). Indeed, the energy
for removal of the first water molecule from the inside of CB8
is comparable to that required for removing a water molecule

Table 1. Calculated Properties of CBn Cavity Water Molecules As Compared to the Bulk

bulk water CB5a CB6 CB7 CB8

cav. volb (Å3) 45 [68]c 118 [142]c 214 [242]c 356 [367]c

N(H2O)
d 2.0 (1.0) [2]c 3.3 [4]c 7.9 [8]c 13.1 [12]c

PC (%)e 55 76 (38) 47 64 63
tres (ps)

f 21 >1000f 363 529 449
H-bond-countg 2.54 0.99 (0.00) 1.31 2.01 2.55
Epot(H2O) (kJ/mol)h,i 79.0 ± 15.2 63.2 ± 14.0 (49.9 ± 5.8) 64.4 ± 11.0 74.4 ± 11.3 81.1 ± 12.5
EDFT(H2O) (kJ/mol)

h,j 79.3 (61.8) 90.2 96.6 137.1
ΔEpot(all) (kJ/mol)k reference −41.6 ± 28.8 (−29.1 ± 15.2) −51.1 ± 29.0 −102.4 ± 31.3 −66.2 ± 10.7

aCB5 cavity water molecules do not exchange with the bulk during 20 ns of MD simulation time. See Supporting Information for details. bCBn
cavity volume calculated via Monte Carlo particle insertion with CBn cavity borders defined as z = ± 3.2 Å, see Supporting Information for details.
cCavity values from ref 26 are given in square brackets. dAverage number of cavity water molecules. ePacking coefficient = [N(H2O)(water vdW
volume)]/(cav vol). fResidence times of water molecules determined by a single-exponential fit to an autocorrelation function. gAverage number of
hydrogen bonds between adjacent water molecules; H bonds were considered if O···O distance ≤3.5 Å and O−H−O angle ≤150° between
neighboring water molecules. hAverage potential energy loss when a single water molecule is removed. iFrom MD simulations. jFrom B3LYP/6-
31G* SP calculations, see Supporting Information for details. kDifference in potential energy for the removal of all cavity water and transfer of those
to a spherical cavity in the aqueous bulk; see also Supporting Information Figure S5.

Figure 1. (a) Representative arrangements of three (left) or four
(right) water molecules in the CB6 cavity. (b) Definition of the water
vector. (c) Calculated distributions of the water vectors inside the CB
cavities and in bulk water (tip5p water model).
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from the bulk solution (Table 1, Epot(H2O)). However, the
total energy for removing all internal water molecules,
ΔEpot(all) in Table 1, is still smaller than the energy for
removing a water cluster of the same size from the bulk.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations, performed on
representative configurations from the MD simulations, also
yielded the most stable internal water network in CB8 (see
Table 1 and Scheme 1). The water inside the CB8 cavity shows
also longer relaxation times of water dipole orientations. This
points to an enhanced water pairing effect,51 which is maximal
for CB8 (Supporting Information Figure S4).
Another peculiarity of CB8 hydration is a cavitation in the

internal water structure leading to an empty volume of
approximately 3.5 Å in diameter. This is surprising, because
this volume would be sufficiently large to accommodate
another water molecule (see Supporting Information Figure
S2). Voids in water are extremely unusual, which is often
summarized as “nature abhors a vacuum”. Control simulations
in which one or two water molecules were inserted into this
empty volume led to a rapid reappearance of the void after a
few picoseconds of MD simulation. Note that the cavitation
effect is invariant to MD parameter sets, including higher values
for the Lenard-Jones-parameters, turning-off the partial charges
of the CB8 atoms, and the solvent models (tip5p, tip4pEW, and
tip3p). Thus, it can be assumed that the formation of the void
in the hydration pattern of CB8 is caused by specific geometric
effects. Furthermore, the CB8 cavity displayed the slowest
relaxation rates of cavity water−dipole orientation while a
control simulation, in which a water was restrained to occupy
the void in the center of the CB8 cavity, resulted in a much
faster relaxation (Figure S2), suggesting that the inner water
molecules in the unperturbed CB8 cavity are associated with a
pronounced water pairing effect51 (see further discussions in
the Supporting Information).
Role of Solvent in Host−Guest Binding by CBn. The

observed high energy of the water molecules within the CB
cavities provides an essential driving force for host−guest
complexation (Scheme 1). As an important insight, the

calculated potential energy of release of all internal water
molecules (ΔEpot(all)) reaches a maximum for CB7 since the
size (diameter) of the CB7 cavity does not allow for the cavity
water molecules to arrange in an energetically stable H-bonded
cluster (as found for CB8) while requiring a larger number of
water molecules than for CB6 to fill the cavity. Therefore, a
delicate interplay between energetic frustration and the
absolute number of cavity water molecules in CB7, as depicted
schematically in Scheme 1, may provide an explanation of why
the medium-sized macrocycle CB7 shows the highest binding
constants known for synthetic macrocycles in general.
To test our model in further detail, the thermodynamics of

complex formation was investigated for selected guests by
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). The criteria of guest
selection included the absence of charged groups in order to

neglect ion-dipole interactions with the carbonyl rims of the
CBn and a polar nature of the guest to ensure sufficient
solubility for ITC experiments. Additionally, only weakly basic
guests were considered in order to reduce H-bonding of the
guest with the solvent. While the experimentally determined
enthalpy (ΔH) does not directly correspond to the force-field
potential energy of the system, we assume both physical
quantities to be correlated. Accordingly, the computed release
of internal water molecules would correspond to exothermic
binding, as their potential energy is higher than that of the bulk.
Indeed, for all CB6 complexes investigated (in which according
to MD calculations all water molecules are displaced from the
cavity) our measurements yielded an exothermic binding
(Table 2). In contrast, the calculated potential energies of the
guests (ΔEpot(guest)), defined as a difference in the direct
interaction energy of the guest with water and with the host,
that is, prior and after complex formation, showed no unifying
trends (see Table 2 and Supporting Information Figure S6).
For example dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-dimethylforma-
mide (DMF), and pyrrole have more favorable potential
energies in bulk water than in the CB6 cavity. This suggests
that a solvent effect, and not direct interactions between host
and guest, dominates the trends in ΔH as well as in the
absolute host−guest affinities. Consistent with the results for
CB6, ITC measurements with CB7 showed that the binding of
all guests is also strongly exothermic, whereas the calculated
ΔEpot(guest) values are only in one instance (CB7-pyrrole)
indicative of a stabilization upon binding. This supports the
idea that in the majority of cases the favorable enthalpic
contribution arises from the release of internal water molecules.
The entropic contribution for CB7 complex formation is
smaller in magnitude and mostly of different sign than for CB6
with the same guest. These measurements are in agreement
with the MD simulations showing that the cavity water
molecules in CB6 have highly restricted orientations (Figure 1),
which suggests a significant entropic gain (orientational and
translational terms) due to their release upon complex
formation.
The aforementioned very small guests produced, on the

other hand, insufficient heat effects with CB8, which precluded
ITC experiments in these cases (see Supporting Information
Figure S7 for representative examples). Whether this is due to a
negligible binding or to very small enthalpies of binding (the
latter would be expected from the distinctly lower energy of the
water molecules inside CB8) could not be readily judged in
these cases. To directly compare CB7 and CB8 in the
complexation of the same guest, 2,3-diazabicycloc[2.2.2]oct-2-
ene (DBO) was used as it forms 1:1 complexes with both CB7
and CB8 (but not with CB6).50,52 Overall binding enthalpies of
−75 ± 1 kJ/mol for CB7 and −37 ± 1 kJ/mol for CB8 were
determined by ITC; solvent isotope effects were found to be
small.53

A structural explanation of these measurements arises from
our MD simulations, which show that the binding of DBO
leads to the release of all inner water molecules from CB7 while
nine internal water molecules remain inside the CB8 cavity and
percolate the DBO guest (Figure 2A). The presence of residual
cavity water molecules in CB8·DBO is also one possible
explanation for the smaller fluorescence lifetime of the DBO
fluorophore in its CB8 than in its CB7 complex (τ = 415 ns in
H2O, 830 ns in its CB7 complex, and 770 ns in its CB8
complex; see Supporting Information for details). Overall, the
energetic contribution of the release of high-energy water

Scheme 1. Release of High Energy Water Molecules upon
Binding
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molecules is lower for CB8 than for CB7 since both the
number and the energetic gain per released water molecule is
smaller. Similar conclusions can be drawn when comparing the
thermodynamic values of CB7 and CB8 complex formation
with cyclopentanone (Table 2). Furthermore, for the smallest
guests immersed in the larger cavities (CB7 and CB8),
additional water molecules would be needed to achieve an
ideal packing (i.e., 55% according to Rebek’s empirical rule54).
Nevertheless, the Epot(H2O) values for the hydrated
CBn·guest·(H2O)n complexes (Table 2) are less favorable
than those of CBn and the bulk in most cases (Table 1).
Consequently, these “residual” cavity water molecules in CB8
exhibit a negative influence on the energetic balance for the
formation of these CBn−guest complexes. Thus, complemen-
tary sizes between host and guest are not only of importance to
strengthen the direct binding forces but are equally necessary to
avoid frustrated interstitial water molecules in the host−guest
complex.
It is worth mentioning that a high enthalpic gain of similar

magnitude (approximately −90 kJ/mol) to that of CB7·DBO is

also the major energetic contributor to the ultrahigh binding
affinity of ferrocene derivatives with CB7 as was reported by
Rekharsky et al.19 Both ferrocene and DBO possess the correct
size and shape to replace all water molecules from the CB7
cavity while filling the cavity space to approximately 55%, in
agreement with Rebek’s rule.54

■ DISCUSSION

Knowledge of the precise structure and energy of the water
molecules residing in the inner cavity of CBn is indispensable
for a comprehensive understanding of their host−guest
complexation behavior.24−26 The present investigation demon-
strates that the release of high-energy and, particularly in the
case of CB6, highly ordered water molecules constitutes a
major driving force for the inclusion of neutral residues into
CBn. This revives earlier hypotheses, derived from analyses of
crystal structure data for cyclodextrins, on the importance of
high-energy water in host−guest complexation processes.4,7

Indeed, while the high binding affinities of CBn have frequently
been correlated with direct host−guest interactions,17,55,56 the
examples described herein show that these interactions alone
cannot account for the large exothermic binding. Conversely,
when considering the energetic contribution of the release of
cavity water, both the exothermic nature of binding and the
differences between CB6 and CB7 can be rationalized (Table
2). For the guests herein studied, the average number of high-
energy water molecules that are released upon binding is larger
(i.e., roughly double, Supporting Information, Tables S5 and
S6) for CB7 than for CB6, which is in agreement with the
larger absolute values of ΔH measured for complexation by
CB7. Thus, although the enthalpy of the individual high-energy
water molecules in the smaller CB6 cavity is higher than those
inside CB7, the total energy for removal of all high-energy
water molecules from CB7 is higher on account of a more than
twice as large the number of water molecules released upon
binding, see ΔEpot(all) values in Table 1. As a result, the
intermediate size of CB7 appears to provide the perfect
compromise between the number and energy of encapsulated
water molecules in order to allow for the maximum energetic
gain upon guest binding and the concomitant water release
from the macrocycle. The convergence of the results from

Table 2. Thermodynamic Data and MD Calculated Properties of CBn Complexes with Neutral Guests

Ka (10
3 M−1) ΔHa (kJ/mol) −TΔSa (kJ/mol) ΔEpot(guest)b (kJ/mol) N(H2O)

c PCd (%) Epot(H2O)
e (kJ/mol)

CB6·DMSO 1.2 ± 0.3 −5 ± 1 −24 ± 3 7.1 0.0 71
CB7·DMSO 0.13 ± 0.02 −14 ± 1 2 ± 2 6.3 2.4 60 68.5
CB6·DMF 1.8 ± 0.3 −6 ± 1 −24 ± 3 0.4 0.0 64
CB7·DMF 0.61 ± 0.02 −22 ± 1 6 ± 2 7.4 1.9 53 78.7
CB6·acetone 7.2 ± 0.3 −11 ± 2 −11 ± 4 −7.5 0.0 55
CB7·acetone 0.64 ± 0.02 −13 ± 1 −1 ± 2 −3.5 2.1 49 62.1
CB6·pyrrole 36 ± 3 −23 ± 2 −3 ± 4 10.2 0.0 60
CB7·pyrrole 1.7 ± 0.2 −30 ± 1 11 ± 2 −31.6 3.2 61 72.9
CB7·DBOf 13400 ± 200g −75 ± 1 34 ± 2 −9.6 0.0 55 -
CB8·DBOf 16 ± 3 −37 ± 1 13 ± 3 −17.0 9.2 75 78.4
CB7·cyclopentanone 330 ± 0.2 −41 ± 1 9 ± 2 −6.4 0.3 45 67.0
CB8·cyclopentanone 1.1 ± 0.2 −35 ± 1 18 ± 2 14.1 6.2 54 74.5

aMeasured by ITC in aqueous solution at 25 °C, fitted according to a 1:1 binding stoichiometry. bChange in direct interaction energy of the guest
with its environment (CBn and water) upon complex formation, ΔEpot(guest) = [Epot(CBn:guest) + Epot(water:guest)]bound − [Epot(CBn:guest) +
Epot(water:guest)]free, see also Figure S6 in Supporting Information.

cNumber of residual cavity water molecules in the host−guest complex. dPacking
coefficient, PC = [N(H2O)·(water vdW volume) + (guest vdW volume)]/(cav. vol). eAverage energy required to remove one water molecule from
cavity of the host−guest complex. fDBO: 3-diazabicycloc[2.2.2]oct-2-ene. gThis value is slightly higher than that reported in ref 52, presumably
because of the use of a different CB7 sample.

Figure 2. (a) Representative snapshot of the CB8·DBO complex and
residual cavity water molecules (left). H-bonds are indicated by dashed
lines, the CB8 atoms have been removed for clarity (right). (b)
Distribution of the residual cavity water molecules in the CB8·DBO
complex. Black dots show the location of CB8 atoms, the dashed line
shows the corresponding inner vdW surface.
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simulations employing different water models and different
parametrization schemes for the CBn hosts (including the
removal of Coulombic and vdW interactions) suggests that the
unusual properties of water molecules in the CBn cavities are
mainly due to specific geometrical effects that result in an
enthalpically as well as entropically unfavorable water confine-
ment.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The largest energy gain in the course of the complexation
between neutral guests and CBn hosts occurs when (i) all water
molecules are removed from the cavity and (ii) the water
molecules to be displaced from the host cavity upon binding
possess high energy. This combination emerges as a key
criterion for the design of high-affinity synthetic receptors. The
ultrahigh affinity binders for CB7, such as adamantyl16 and
ferrocenyl17 ammonium derivatives, fulfill this combination
through the immersion of the hydrophobic cores and further
benefit from additional direct host−guest interactions such as
ion−dipole forces. Our finding opens the challenge to design
concave hosts with even higher binding affinities in water by
maximizing the total energy of the included water cluster.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulations Setup. MD simulations were carried out with the

Gromacs package49 by using a modified parametrization of the all-
atom amber99sb forcefield57,58 and tip3p and tip4pEW as well as tip5p
explicit water models.59 The simulations were carried out in NPT
ensemble with periodic boundary conditions at a constant temperature
of 300 K. A rectangular box (3.5 nm edge-length) was used for
accommodating the CBn, guest molecule (when employed), and water
molecules (see Supporting Information Table S1). A time step of 1.0
ps was employed. All simulations were carried out for a time of 20 ns
after the system was equilibrated for 10 ns. As the hydration of small
molecules equilibrates on the time scale of picoseconds, the simulated
time was sufficiently long to provide a robust statistics for the CBn
solvation. The V-rescale algorithm was applied for the temperature and
Berendsen pressure coupling. The bonds were constrained by the
Lincs algorithm. The particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to
account for the electrostatic contribution to nonbonded interactions
(grid spacing of 0.12 nm).
Hydration Analysis: Solvent Density Map. The MD samplings

were analyzed to compute solvent density maps whose maxima
represent the molecular dynamics hydration sites (MDHS).43,60 For
each frame of the sampling, the positions of the water molecules were
counted in a grid of 0.5 Å after superimposing the current host−guest
structure onto a reference one. The maps were stored in EDM format
and drawn by means of curve levels.
DFT Calculations of the Hydrated CBn. DFT calculations were

performed using the Spartan08 software package from Wavefunction.
Representative configurations of water molecules within the CBn
cavities as obtained from snapshots of the MD simulations were used
as starting structures. Prior to single point (SP) calculation (B3LYP/6-
31G*) of the energies, the positions of the hydrogen atoms of the
water molecules were geometry optimized (by keeping the position of
all other atoms fixed) to relieve some strain from the water molecules
and to allow them to “optimize” their H-bond network. Subsequently,
one water atom was removed from the cavity and the SP energy was
calculated. The difference in SP energies prior and after removal of the
cavity water molecule corresponds to the energetic stabilization of this
water molecule in the CBn cavity. This process was permuted through
all of the water molecules in the CBn cavity, and the averaged energies
are reported in Table 1. The same steps were also performed on the
water clusters alone (i.e., after removing all CBn atoms) to double-
check that the trends in the stabilization of the water molecules within
CB5−CB8 were on account of differences in the water−water
interactions and did not result from apparent differences of water−

CBn interactions (such as VdW interactions). Indeed, the same trends
were found in the presence and absence of CBn with the same
arrangement of the (cavity) water atoms.

Materials and Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. All starting
materials were purchased from Alfa Aesar and Sigma Aldrich and used
as received unless stated otherwise. CB6, CB7, and CB8 were
synthesized according to literature methods.14 DBO was prepared as
reported.61 Isothermal titration experiments were carried out on a VIP-
ITC instrument from Microcal, Inc. at 25 °C in water. The binding
equilibria were studied using a cellular CBn concentration of 0.04 mM
for CB6 and CB8, 0.2 mM for CB7, to which a ten times more
concentrated guest solution was titrated. Typically 20−30 consecutive
injections of 10 μL of each were used. All solutions were degassed
prior to titration. Heats of dilution were determined by titration of the
guest solution into water. The first data point was always removed
from the data set prior to curve fitting. The data were analyzed by
using the Origin 7.0 software with the one-set-of-sites model. The
knowledge of the complex stability constant (Ka) and molar reaction
enthalpy (ΔH°) enabled the calculation of the standard free energy
(ΔG°) and entropy changes (ΔS°) according to ΔG° = −RT ln Ka =
ΔH° − TΔS°.

Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements. The fluorescence life-
times of free and complexed DBO were measured on a time-correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC) fluorometer (F 900, Edinburgh
Instruments). Typically, 104 counts were collected at the peak channel,
and the decay curves were fitted by least-squares reconvolution with
the instrumental software; the quality of the parameters was judged by
the reduced χ2 values (<1.1) and the randomness of the weighted
residuals.
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■ NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
On April 16, 2012 a related study has been received by another
journal, which in the meantime has appeared online: Nguyen,
C. N.; Young, T. K.; Gilson, M. K., J. Chem. Phys. 2012, 137,
044101. This complementary study is limited to CB7, but
reveals also a high energy as well as low entropy of the
encapsulated water molecules and a toroidal cavity similar to
the one depicted in the Supporting Information, Figure S2.
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